Results of an experimental study of the process of ascent of a single bubble of air in the presence of a surfactant are presented. An empirical dependence for drag coefficient of the bubble that emerges in a liquid containing a surfactant in the region of small Reynolds numbers has been obtained. Theoretical studies of the effect of surfactants on the velocity of motion of a bubble in a nonstationary regime have been carried out. A theoretical analysis of the effect of nonstationary forces on the dynamics of bubble rising in the nonstationary regime has been conducted.
Introduction
In two-phase flows containing deformable particles of a dispersed phase (liquid-drop, bubble flows) the properties of the interface, in particular the coefficient of surface tension, play an important role. One of the physical factors that affect the boundary conditions is the presence of a surfactant that can change the criteria for the motion of a particle of the dispersed phase significantly. On the free boundary of a bubble or drop moving in a liquid with a surfactant, tangential capillary Marangoni forces arise contributing to an increase in the particle drag coefficient. Problems arising in the study of the laws of motion and the deformation of bubbles (or drops) in a liquid containing a surfactant are formulated in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . These problems are associated with a variety of types of interfacial interactions and processes (deformation, break down, collision of bubbles, capillary effects, coagulation, heat exchange between phases, adsorption, adhesion). The understanding and adequate description of the dynamics of the behavior of two-phase systems taking into account the physical and chemical properties of the dispersed and dispersive phases is extremely difficult and requires new experimental data (empirical dependencies and criterial relationships) on elementary processes occurring at the phase boundary during their interaction. In particular, at the present time there is a limited amount of experimental data that allows estimating the effect of nonstationary effects on the parameters of particle motion in a flow in the presence of surfactants in a dispersion medium. Nonstationary effects (the force associated with the attached mass, the "hereditary" Basset force) transforms the differential equation of the particle motion into an integro-differential one that significantly complicates the solution of the problem of the nonstationary motion of a particle. An experimental study of the particle motion in a nonstationary regime is also difficult because of the small characteristic times and distances of the process.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the laws of the ascent of a single air bubble in a liquid containing a surfactant.
Experimental setup and study technique
To investigate the process of the ascent of a single air bubble in a liquid containing a surfactant, an experimental method and setup were used that met the following requirements: providing the precise measurement of all the main parameters (linear dimensions of the process and the physical properties of the fluid: density, coefficient of dynamic viscosity); control over the change in the characteristics of the ascent of the bubble due to the use of multi-angle video.
The experimental setup consists of a vertically mounted transparent tank with planeparallel walls filled with a liquid solution, a device for generating bubbles, and a system for visualizing the ascent of a single bubble. Glycerin, water-glycerol solution and distilled water were used as a liquid; liquid soap was used as a surfactant. Mass fraction of surfactant in the liquid varied in the range z=(0.01 -0.13)%.
Air bubbles were obtained by means of a syringe. A hollow aluminum tube with a diameter of 3 mm was fixed to the outlet hole of the syringe. At the end of the tube a replaceable socket with a diameter (0.4-7.0) mm located in lower part of the tank is assembled. The separation of the bubble from the outlet hole did not occur due to the change in pressure (on exposure to the air flow) but in a natural way, when the resultant of all forces exceeded zero.
The visualization system included the light sources (two 18W fluorescent lamps) installed on the rear panel along the entire height of the tank, a digital video camera "Panasonic HDC-SD60" and a high-speed video camera "Citius C100". The first camera was used to determine the size of the bubble; the shooting field was 5 u 5 cm with a twofold increase. The second one fixed the ascent velocity of the bubble. The video was taken with a spatial resolution of 384 u 790 pixels with camera speed of at least 300 frames per second and exposure time (0.5-2.0) ms. To control the distance traveled by the bubble a scale rule was used with a division value of 1 mm that was calibrated taking into account the optical distortion due to the walls of the tank.
Experimental results
Experimental studies were carried out in the following range of parameters: bubble diameter D=(0.82 ÷ 24) mm; the ascent velocity of the bubble u=(3.9·10 The experimental data on the stationary ascent velocity of a single spherical bubble in the presence and without surfactant are compared. It is found that the velocity of a bubble emerging in a liquid with a surfactant is less than the velocity of a bubble rising in a clean liquid.
In the range of Reynolds number Re=3.5·10 -3 ÷0.6 an empirical dependence for the drag coefficient of a spherical bubble rising in the presence of a surfactant is obtained: Re / 06 . 24
. The coefficient of determination of the obtained dependence is equal to R 2 =0.99. Calculations of the drag coefficient for nonspherical bubbles rising in the presence of a surfactant were also made. The equivalent spherical diameter was used as the diameter (Fig. 1, 2) . Theoretical calculations of the bubble velocity taking into account the nonstationary forces (the forces associated with the attached mass and the "hereditary" Basset force) for a non-stationary ascent regime. A comparative analysis of the theoretical and experimental dependences has shown that at calculating the dynamics of the ascent of a single spherical bubble it is necessary to take into account nonstationary forces.
The contribution of the viscous drag force st F , the force associated with the attached mass ad F , and the "hereditary" Basset force B F to the total drag force 6 F of a single spherical bubble rising in the presence of surfactant is estimated. The Basset force is calculated from the analytical formula of L.D. Landau [8] . The force associated with the attached mass is ~ 0.5% from the sum of all the forces acting on the bubble. It is constant on the non-stationary part of the bubble motion. A similar estimate of the forces for a bubble rising in a pure liquid showed a qualitative agreement of the results for a bubble rising in the presence and without surfactant. 
Conclusion
The results of the experimental-theoretical study of the dynamics of the ascent of a single bubble of air in the presence of surfactant allow to make the following conclusions.
• The presence of surfactant leads to an increase in the drag coefficient of 33% at Reynolds number Re<1 and approximately of 50÷60% at Re>1 and, accordingly, to a decrease in the ascent velocity of the bubble.
• An empirical dependence for the drag coefficient of a single spherical bubble rising in a liquid in the presence of a surfactant for Reynolds numbers Re <1 is obtained.
• The theoretical analysis of the problem of the bubble rising in liquid containing surfactants showed that the "hereditary" Basset force and the viscous drag force make the main contribution to the total drag force on the non-stationary region of the bubble rise.
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